EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

This certifies that the following designated product

Product Name : Take-Out Robot
Model Name : NEXIA-V-100SY, NEXIA-V-100SLY, NEXIA-V-100SLLY, NEXIA-V-100DY, NEXIA-V-100DLY, NEXIA-V-100DLLY, NEXIA-V-200SY, NEXIA-V-200SLY, NEXIA-V-200SLLY, NEXIA-V-200DY, NEXIA-V-200DLY, NEXIA-V-200DLLY, NEXIA-V-300SY, NEXIA-V-300SLY, NEXIA-V-300SLLY, NEXIA-V-300DY, NEXIA-V-300DLY, NEXIA-V-300DLLY, NEXIA-V-400SY, NEXIA-V-400SLY, NEXIA-V-400SLLY, NEXIA-V-400DY, NEXIA-V-400DLY, NEXIA-V-600SY, NEXIA-V-600SLY, NEXIA-V-600SLLY, NEXIA-V-600DY, NEXIA-V-600DLY, NEXIA-800SY, NEXIA-800SLY, NEXIA-800SLLY, NEXIA-800DY, NEXIA-800DLY

Rated Input Voltage : 100-240VAC
Rated Frequency : 50/60Hz

Related standards for Low Voltage Directives:

Test Report No. : BWS-08-EC-0062

This declaration is the responsibility of the manufacturer / importer

Manufacture: HYROBOTICS Co., Ltd.
173-228, Gajwa-Dong, Seo-Gu, Incheon, Korea

The Product herewith complies with the requirements of EMC Directive 89/336/EEC (as amended by 92/31/EEC), and is marked in accordance with the CE Marking Directive 93/68/EEC.

Manufacturer
HYROBOTICS Co., Ltd.
173-228, Gajwa-Dong, Seo-Gu, Incheon, Korea

[Signature]

[Stamp]
EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

We, HYROBOTICS CO LTD

173-228, Gajwa-Dong, Seo-Gu, Incheon, Korea

Product Name : TAKE-OUT ROBOT
Model Name : NEXIA-V-100SY, NEXIA-V-100SLY, NEXIA-V-100SLLY
NEXIA-V-100DY, NEXIA-V-100DLY, NEXIA-V-100DLLY
NEXIA-V-200SY, NEXIA-V-200SLY, NEXIA-V-200SLLY
NEXIA-V-200DY, NEXIA-V-200DLY, NEXIA-V-200DLLY
NEXIA-V-300SY, NEXIA-V-300SLY, NEXIA-V-300SLLY
NEXIA-V-300DY, NEXIA-V-300DLY, NEXIA-V-300DLLY
NEXIA-V-400SY, NEXIA-V-400SLY, NEXIA-V-400SLLY, NEXIA-V-400DLY
NEXIA-V-600SY, NEXIA-V-600SLY, NEXIA-V-600SLLY, NEXIA-V-600DLY
NEXIA-400SY, NEXIA-400SLY, NEXIA-400DLY, NEXIA-400DLY
NEXIA-600SY, NEXIA-600SLY, NEXIA-600DLY, NEXIA-600DLY
NEXIA-800SY, NEXIA-800SLY, NEXIA-800DLY, NEXIA-800DLY

Rated Input voltage, frequency : 100 – 240 V~, 50/60 Hz
Rated Current : 10 A (100SY, 100SLY, 100SLLY, 200SY, 200SLY, 200SLLY, 300SY, 300SLY,
300SLLY, 400SY, 400SLY, 600SY, 600SLY)
11 A (300SY, 300SLY)
13 A (100DY, 100DLY, 100DLLY, 200DY, 200DLY, 200DLLY, 300DY, 300DLY,
300DLLY, 400DY, 400DLY, 600DY, 600DLY)
15 A (300DY, 300DLY)

Degree of protection against ingress of liquid : Ordinary

To which this declaration relates are in conformity with essential requirements (Annex I) of the below
mentioned European Directives and the following standard(s) or other normative document(s)

Annex I (Essential requirements), EN ISO 12100-2, EN ISO 10218-1, EN 60204-1, EN 953
BWS-08-SC-022, BWS-08-SC-023, BWS-08-SC-024, BWS-08-SC-025, BWS-08-SC-026

approximation of the laws of the member states relating to machinery, amended by Directive 93/68/EC. Above described products are fully
complying with the essential requirements of the EU directives

MANUFACTURER

(Date)

(Signature)

#173-228, GAJWA-DONG, SEO-GU, INCHEON, KOREA
HANYANG ROBOTICS CO., LTD.
WEON JA LEE